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Abstract Particle systems are important building block for simulating vivid and detail-rich effects in virtual

world. One of the most difficult aspects of particle systems has been detecting collisions between particles

and mesh surface. Due to the huge computation, a variety of proxy-based approaches have been proposed

recently to perform visually correct simulation. However, all either limit the complexity of the scene, fail to

guarantee non-penetration, or are too slow for real-time use with many particles. In this paper, we propose a

new octree-based proxy for colliding particles with meshes on the GPU. Our approach works by subdividing

the scene mesh with an octree in which each leaf node associates with a representative normal corresponding

to the normals of the triangles that intersect the node. We present a view-visible method, which is suitable for

both closed and non-closed models, to label the empty leaf nodes adjacent to nonempty ones with appropriate

back/front property, allowing particles to collide with both sides of the scene mesh. We show how collisions

can be performed robustly on this proxy structure in place of the original mesh, and describe an extension that

allows for fast traversal of the octree structure on the GPU. The experiments show that the proposed method

is fast enough for real-time performance with millions of particles interacting with complex scenes.
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1 Introduction

Particle systems [1,2] have long played an essential role in simulating natural effects such as fire, smoke,

and water in virtual environments. Although great progress has been made in simulating particle systems,

interaction between a complex scene with arbitrary topology and a large number of particles in real-time

remains an issue that has not yet been adequately solved.

The computational cost of simulating particle collision in a scene consisting of triangle meshes can be

expensive, with a naive approach requiring tests between every particle and every triangle to compute

collisions in a single frame. However, the fact that each particle’s interaction with the scene is essentially
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independent would seem to make particle collisions suitable for computation on the GPU, on which many

threads can independently calculate particle-scene collisions in parallel, greatly increasing performance.

Unfortunately, the traditional acceleration structures, such as grids, octrees, kd-trees and so on, that

are typically used to accelerate performance on the CPU, do not naturally translate to the GPU context.

The memory demand of these acceleration structures may impose too high of a cost for the GPU, and

the non-uniform nature of some of these structures (e.g., the variable number of triangles in a leaf node

of an octree) greatly harm the parallelism of SIMD GPUs, as all computation must wait for the worst-

case number of tests required in any branch. Meanwhile, the efficiency is more important than physical

accuracy when simulating particle-scene collisions in a lot of fields, these include computer games, movies,

etc. Hence, various GPU-friendly proxies have been proposed to implement a fast and visually correct

algorithm, such as texture-based depth maps [3], a lattice of planes [4], but these approaches either limit

the input geometry or fail to guarantee that particles will not penetrate the environment.

In this paper, a new object-space proxy for complex scenes is proposed that can accelerate collision

processing on the GPU. The proposed proxy is based on an octree subdivision of the original model.

The octree bounds the original model and is refined until it converges closely enough to the shape of the

model to satisfy a set of termination criteria. Then, for each nonempty leaf node, a single representative

normal is computed that is simply the average of the normals of the triangles that intersect the node. In

addition, to deal with the issue of arbitrary distribution of particles in practical scene, a general view-

visible method for both closed and non-closed models is introduced to label empty leaves adjacent to

nonempty ones with back/front property.

This proxy structure can then be uploaded to the GPU and used in place of the original mesh. During

simulation, a particle that enters a nonempty leaf node of the proxy tests its velocity against the node’s

representative normal. If it is found that the particle is travelling in a direction opposed to the normal,

then the particle is considered to be colliding with the model, and collision response is carried out based

on the representative normal. Otherwise, the particle is allowed to continue on its path. Because a

particle’s velocity is always tested against a node’s representative normal, this approach guarantees that

the particle will not penetrate the surface.

Collisions with both sides of the mesh are handled by labelling particles as they pass through empty

nodes adjacent to nonempty ones, marking them with appropriate property according to the empty

node’s back/front property. Then, when a particle encounters a nonempty leaf node, it simply processes

collisions based on either the default or flipped version of the node’s representative normal depending on

whether it is in front or at back of the surface, respectively. Note that this approach sidesteps the issue of

labelling all points in the scene volume as being at back or in front of the surface, which may be difficult

or impossible for meshes with holes; instead, it only requires labelling nodes immediately adjacent to the

surface of the mesh, which can be done robustly even on open meshes.

Finally, we describe how a lookup table that records all the nodes of the octree at a certain depth can

be used to optimize the octree traversal process by beginning at a node deeper than the root, further

accelerating collision detection on the GPU using this proxy. The result is a fast, flexible, and robust

proxy for particle system collisions with arbitrary scene geometry.

2 Related work

Particle systems. Reeves [1] first proposed the simulation of particle systems and the basic motion

operations and data structures which are now familiar. It was quickly realized that the interactions

between each particle and the scene are typically independent, making it possible to simulate each particle

in parallel. Sims [5] presented a technique to animate and render a particle system running on a parallel

supercomputer. More recently, GPGPU methods have been employed [6] to tackle the simulation of

large particle systems. Latta [7] presented a full GPU implementation of a particle system, in which

particles were encoded into textures on the GPU. Kipfer et al. [8] proposed an approach to implement

particle simulations on the GPU that was able to eliminate all data transfer between the GPU and CPU

at runtime, removing a performance bottleneck. However, both of these approaches could only handle
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collisions between particles and a scene modeled by a height field.

Venetillo and Celes [9] proposed a way to represent a scene as a collection of basic primitives, such

as planes, spheres, cones, and so on, to make collision processing simpler on the GPU. However, this

approach does not support complex scenes.

In theory, a simplified (reduced polygon count) version of the input scene, as generated by any simpli-

fication method, could be employed as a proxy for the original complex mesh to generate approximate

collision results. However, the deviation between the original mesh and the proxy tends to result in visual

errors. Hence several more elaborate proxies have been presented.

Kolb et al. [3] proposed an implicit representation of the original mesh for collision detection in which

a set of depth maps containing position and normal vectors at each point are precomputed and used to

represent the outer boundary of the scene. However, their proxy is constrained to work only with closed

models, and, as an image-based technique, has an accuracy that is dependent on the resolution of the

depth map and the view direction.

Drone [4] partitioned the scene into a uniform three-dimensional lattice with each nonempty cell con-

taining an important plane corresponding to the surface of original scene. However, the memory re-

quirements for a uniform three-dimensional grid are prohibitive for complex scenes. Furthermore, this

approach can result in missing some collisions, causing particles to penetrate the scene.

Octrees. A general introduction to the spatial acceleration structure can be found in [10–13]. In a

classical approach, an octree representation of a mesh would record a variable number of triangles in each

leaf node. Benson and Davis [14] and DeBry et al. [15] instead proposed storing a single representative

color in each leaf node of an octree. Then, a fragment’s position can be used as an index into the

octree to directly determine the fragment’s color, avoiding the complex problem of creating a 3D to 2D

parameterization for texture mapping [16]. Lefebvre et al. [17,18] ported the resulting octree texture

onto GPU to improve performance. However, in their approach the root node was always used as the

entrance node for each access pass. Castro et al. [19] used a linear hash octree [20] as a representation

and estimated deep entrance nodes using a cost function on the CPU to improve performance, but the

accessing conflict of hash tables incurred a performance hit.

3 Constructing the octree-based proxy

The proposed proxy utilizes the convergence [21] of octree subdivision which conforms to the shape of

the input mesh surface with the increase of the subdivision level. See Figure 1. However, different from

general octree-based acceleration structure, in which each nonempty leaf node contains a set of triangles

that intersect that node, we instead associate nonempty leaf nodes with a single representative normal.

We also label empty nodes adjacent to nonempty ones with a back/front property recording whether they

are at back or in front of the surface, which, as we later show, will enable us to support particles colliding

with both sides of a mesh.

3.1 Octree subdivision

The construction of the basic octree structure proceeds in a typical fashion. The octree is first initialized

to a single node consisting of a bounding box encompassing the entire scene, and a set of triangles that

includes all the triangles in the scene. This node is then subdivided into eight child nodes, with each

child node’s bounding box being one-eighth of its parent’s. An intersection test is then run between the

parent’s triangles and the child nodes’ bounding boxes, and the triangles that intersect a child node’s

bounding box are assigned to that node.

This subdivision is carried on recursively until the following termination criteria are met:

• The current node doesn’t contain any geometry.

• The predefined maximum subdivision depth dmax is reached.

• The subdivision depth is greater than a predefined minimum depth dmin and the normals of the

triangles in the current node vary by less than a specified tolerance ε. A revised L2,1 metric [22] is def-
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Figure 1 As the nodes of the octree are further subdivided, the nonempty leaf nodes (left three images) converge to the

shape of the original model (rightmost image).

ined to estimate the normals’ variance:
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ni is the normal of triangle i, and ai is the area of triangle i.

The above subdivision process results in a generated octree, with each nonempty leaf node correspond-

ing to a small patch of the input surface and containing a set of triangles with similar normals. At this

point, rather than record all of the contained triangles, we simply record a single represent normal that

approximates the normal of the surface over the corresponding patch by (2).

Because the position of the nonempty leaf nodes corresponds to the shape of the surface, and the

nodes’ representative normals correspond to the normals of the surface along its boundary, the resultant

octree is a good approximation of the original mesh for the purpose of particle collision detection.

However, on the one hand, just a single representative normal is recorded in each nonempty leaf node,

and on the other hand, the particles may end up at both sides of the model surface, either because they

were initially placed there, or because the scene geometry was not closed and a particle moved through

the hole. If a particle that is at back of the surface collides with the scene geometry, collision detection

and response must be carried out with a flipped version of the representative normal. Hence, it is essential

to track at which side of the surface the particles lie, so that the correct version of the representative

normal can be retrieved to process collisions. We will describe a general view-visible method to deal with

the issue.

3.2 Labelling empty nodes

The traditional ray casting based odd-even test [23] can work well to query if a point is inside or outside

the closed model. However, the appropriate side may be poorly defined for non-closed models with it.

For example, different results may be generated depending on whether or not the test ray passes through

a hole with the odd-even test.

We solve this by observing that particles only need to be determined as being at back or in front of

the surface immediately before a collision with the scene geometry, and that although these properties

may be poorly defined over the scene as a whole, they are easily defined in nodes immediately adjacent

to the surface, by testing whether the triangles visible to the node have normals pointing towards the

empty node (indicating that the empty node is in front of the surface) or away from it (indicating that

the node is at back of the surface).

We therefore label all empty nodes of the proxy adjacent to nonempty ones as being at back or in

front of the surface using a general view-visible method described below. Each particle then records a

back/front property which is set as the particle passes through these labelled empty nodes. Because

particles must always pass through empty nodes before they encounter the surface (see Figure 2(a)), this

is guaranteed to happen before we need to determine a collision. Then, when the labelled particle does

encounter the surface, the default or flipped version of the surface node’s representative normal can be

retrieved as appropriate.

Our view-visible method proceeds by considering each nonempty leaf node in turn, and labelling its

adjacent empty leaf nodes as being at back or in front of the surface. Although a single empty leaf node
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nodei
nodej

Pb

Pe

(a) (b)

Figure 2 View-visible method for labelling empty nodes. (a) The empty leaf nodes, which are at back (in green) or in

front (in blue) of the mesh surface, must be traversed first before the particles approach to the scene mesh. The dash lines

with different colors highlight all the possible cases when labelling empty leaf nodes adjacent to surface; (b) a line segment

is drawn from a point Pb on a triangle in the nonempty node to a point Pe shared by both nodes. The normal (in red) at

the closest intersection (orange cross) of the line segment and the surface to Pe is used to determine the back/front property

of the empty node.

may be adjacent to multiple nonempty leaf nodes, and therefore be labelled multiple times, all labellings

should agree, making that not a problem.

We now show how to do this for a single nonempty leaf node nodei. The first thing that must be

done is to determine which nodes are adjacent to nodei and can be labelled. This task would be trivial

if dealing with a regular lattice, but in an octree, a node may be adjacent to nodes that are of the same

size, larger, smaller, or a combination. In our approach, rather than treat every possible configuration

separately, we assume that there is a full set of 26 neighbors of the same size (as there would be in a

regular lattice) and calculate what the centers of those nodes would be. We then take each center point

and find the node at our depth or less that contains the given point, and store it as nodej . At this point,

we are dealing with a single adjacent node, and have just three cases to deal with: nodej is a nonempty

leaf node (highlight by purple dash line in Figure 2(a)), in which case it does not need to be processed;

nodej is a nonempty non-leaf (highlight by red dash line in Figure 2(a)), in which case it can be left for

another neighbor of the node at its own depth (which must exist) to process; or nodej is an empty node

(highlight by yellow dash line in Figure 2(a)), either at the same depth or shallower, in which case it can

be labelled using the method described below.

We now consider a nonempty node nodei and an adjacent empty node nodej . Our goal is to find a

triangle in nodei of which nodej has an unobstructed “view” and determine nodej ’s back/front property

based on the normal of that triangle. This is done by first constructing a line from a beginning point Pb

that is any point laying on a triangle in nodei’s triangle set and is within the bounding box of nodei to an

end point Pe that lies on the boundary shared by both the bounding boxes of nodei and nodej . We then

find all the triangles in nodei that intersect this line, and take the one that is with the closest intersection

to Pe as the triangle that will determine nodej ’s back/front property (see Figure 2(b)). The dot product

of this triangle’s normal and the direction of the line determine whether the triangle is “facing” nodej ,

and therefore whether nodej is then at back or in front of the surface: if the dot product is positive (the

normal and the line point in the same direction), nodej is labelled as being in front of the surface; if it

is negative, nodej is labelled as being at back of the surface.

Algorithm 1 illustrates a high level framework of the proposed view-visible method.

Figure 3 shows an example of a scene in which particles are colliding with both sides of a mesh, and

how our approach supports non-closed meshes as well.

4 Collision detection between particles and the scene

We now describe how our proxy can be used to detect collisions between particles and the scene. We leave

the details of the implementation of the particle system (such as whether explicit or implicit integration

is used) unspecified, as our approach will work with any particle motion scheme.
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Algorithm 1 Framework of view-visible method.

1 Root of octree The back/front properties for all empty leaf nodes that are adjacent to nonempty ones

Traverse octree to retrieve a nonempty leaf node nodei;

2 k ← 1 26 Calculate center position p of adjacent node with equal size to that of nodei;

3 Search p in the octree to find nodej which contains p with depth less or equal to that of nodei;

4 nodej (*[h]Do not need to label)nonempty leaf node break;

5 (*[h] Do not label at this level)internal node break;

6 empty leaf node Initialize a line segment PbPe;

7 Find a triangle Tv which intersects PbPe with the closest intersection to Pe;

8 frontorback = dot(Tv .normal, PbPe);

9 frontorback>0 Label nodej with front property;

10 Label nodej with back property;

11 break.

B

C

A

Figure 3 A scene demonstrating collisions with both

sides of a mesh and support for non-closed meshes. The

green particles were created inside the Bunny model and

are interacting with the backside of the mesh surface and

falling out of holes in the base of the mesh.

Figure 4 A 2D illustration of the interaction be-

tween particles and scene geometry. When a particle

encounters a nonempty leaf node, it tests its velocity

direction (black line) against the correct version of the

node’s representative normal (red line). If the particle

is moving counter to the normal, a collision is detected

and processed (particles A and C); if not, it continues

on its path (particle B).

For each particle, we find the current position of the particle xt and the intended new position computed

by the particle system dynamics xt+h. We then consider each of the nodes that the particle’s path passes

through in sequence. This process starts by setting the current node to the octree leaf node that contains

the particle’s start position. For each node, we run the test below, potentially update the planned path

of the particle, find the point at which the particle exits the current node’s bounding box (if it does) and

use that position to query the proxy to find the next node. This repeats until the node containing the

particle’s end position is reached.

The test for each node is as follows:

• If the node is empty, the particle is allowed to continue on its path. If the empty node is flagged

with a back/front property, we stamp the particle with the corresponding property.

• If the node is nonempty, we first retrieve either the default or flipped version of the node’s represen-

tative normal, depending on whether the particle is stamped as being in front or at back of the surface,

respectively, and label it n. We then calculate the dot-product n · v, where v is the velocity of the

particle. If n · v � 0, the particle is considered to be travelling away from the surface of the scene in this

node, and the motion is unchanged. However, if n · v < 0, this is considered a collision, and we perform
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Figure 5 The encoding format of octree nodes. First Child Offset defines how far the parent node is from its first child

in the texture, Nx, Ny and Nz define the representative normal. Child Mask identifies if the node has children and Kind

Mask identifies the children as internal or leaf nodes if existing. Back/Front mask defines if the associated children are

labelled as being at back or in front of the surface. Please see [24] for the detailed encoding scheme.

collision response at the point at which the particle entered the node and update the position and velocity

as appropriate, which are used for further traversal.

Figure 4 illustrates the interaction between particles and scene geometry in our approach.

5 Querying the proxy on the GPU

In the previous section, we referred to accessing the leaf node of the octree that contains a desired query

point. This operation is the core operation employed when using our proxy. In this section, we will

describe an extension to speed up the operation on the GPU.

The first task we face is encoding the pointer-based octree into a flat texture which can be uploaded

to the GPU to exploit the efficiency of texture fetching. For this, we use the encoding scheme proposed

by Lacoste et al. [24] with modification by adding a back/front mask to define the associated empty

children whether they are flagged as being at back or in front of the surface. Figure 5 illustrates the data

that are written for each type of node used in our method.

Then, different from the usual querying method which always proceeds from the root node, we imple-

ment an optimized scheme that allows the octree traversal to begin at a deep entrance node, reducing

the number of indirect accessing.

Our optimization works by constructing a lookup table for all the nodes of the octree at a single depth

d. The lookup table is simply a 3D matrix of pointers D(i, j, k) with dimensions 2d × 2d × 2d that maps

index (i, j, k) to the position in the texture containing node data at which the octree node at index (i, j, k)

and depth d is recorded. If octree subdivision at that position stopped at a depth shallower than d, the

mapping simply points to the leaf node ancestor of the node that would exist at that position. The

lookup table also records the depth of the pointed-to node, to enable the calculation of the correct-sized

bounding box for the node when querying the proxy.

Once this lookup table has been constructed and uploaded to the GPU, octree traversal can start at

depth d (or at a shallower leaf node if no node at that position and depth d exists) instead of at the root

by looking up the node containing the query position at depth d in the lookup table.

In constructing this lookup table, there is a trade-off between speed and table size, as a lookup table

at a deeper depth will save more of the traversal, but require more space. We use a depth of 5 for all of

our experiments.

In a test scene composed of 1024 k particles with inter-collisions falling onto the Bunny model, we

observed a speedup of 53% with the lookup table relative to without.

6 Results

Model statistics, proxy generation settings and algorithm timings are provided in Table 1. The perfor-

mance of our proxy determines the collision detection time, which is given in milliseconds per frame. All

timings were generated on an Intel Core 2 processor running at 2.8 GHz with 3 GB of main memory and

an NVIDIA GeForce 260 GTX graphics card with 896 MB of video memory. The particle system was

implemented using NVIDIA’s CUDA framework [25]. The method presented by Green [26] was employed

in our system for inter-collision test among particles. As Table 1 indicates that the proposed proxy is

able to support large-scale particle system in real-time. Images of particle systems that we are able to
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Table 1 Model statistics, octree proxy generation parameters and timings of our algorithm for detect collisions between

particles and models

Models # Triangles ε dmin dmax Size of proxy (MB)
Timings (ms)

1 M Particles 2 M Particles 3 M Particles

Horse 96966 0.01 4 6 0.06 17.5–26.3 21.9–33.1 22.4–40.1

Angel 474048 0.02 5 6 0.05 19.4–25.3 21.1–33.4 22.5–39.8

Pegasus 667474 0.01 5 6 0.11 19.5–24.5 22.1–36.1 23.7–40.7

Dragon 871414 0.02 5 7 0.41 20.0–23.6 21.7–34.8 23.3–41.3

Buddha 1087716 0.01 5 7 0.31 20.6–23.5 24.9–36.7 30.9–50.5

Neptune 4007872 0.02 6 8 0.67 22.3–29.7 26.3–43.5 37.6–56.7

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

a b
c d

Figure 6 Particle systems that can be simulated with our approach. (a) 1 M particles are colliding with the Pegasus

model, shown in progression (a–d); (b) warriors stand in the sand. Instead of building a proxy per model, just a single octree

proxy is necessary to detect the collisions between particles and geometry in this kind of scene that consists of multiple

objects; (c) a spaceship is landing. The collisions, which result in the heat and light between the atmosphere and high

speed aircraft, are calculated by the proposed octree proxy; (d) the Angel is in the waterfall. The octree proxy is used to

simulate the interaction between the water and the model; (e) pegasus is flying in the cloud sea. The octree proxy is used

to calculate the collisions between the cloud and the model.

simulate with the proposed proxy are given in Figure 6. Note that the construction of the proposed

octree proxy takes all the triangles in the scene as a whole collection, hence just a single octree proxy

is necessary when simulating a particle system. The advantage makes the complexity of our algorithm

irrelevant to the number of models consisting of the scene, saving the additional rendering passes when

processing complex system composed of multiple objects, such as Figure 6(b), as compared with the style

of building proxy per model.

The performance of our collision detection approach relative to a general octree acceleration scheme is

given in Figure 7. The variable number of triangles in a leaf of the general octree imposes significant time

and memory access penalties in the SIMD GPUs context, while our approach does not suffer from these

effects. The result is a significant speed increase when using our proxy, especially with many particles,

with only a minimal visual difference.
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Figure 7 A comparison of the performance of our octree proxy based approach relative to that of a general octree

accelerate scheme. The particles are tested colliding against the Horse model.

Comparing performance with other optimized methods for particle system collision detection is more

difficult, as they vary in the restrictions placed on scene geometry, correctness guarantees, computation

platform, and so on.

Castro et al. [19] presented an optimized method for octree traversal on the CPU that provided exact

collision with the triangle mesh, but was far slower, achieving 4.1 FPS for a single particle interacting

with the Buddha model.

Early GPU-based collision detection methods [7,8] employed heightmaps to represent scenes, restricting

their methods can only handle simple geometry, such as terrain. Kolb et al. [3] performed collision

detection with an implicit representation. In order to approximate the boundary of scene geometry, they

reconstructed a set of depth maps, encoding the position and normal vectors, from the original triangle

mesh with an intricate method. Compared with their method, the construction of our octree-based proxy

is simple. In addition, their implicit representation based algorithm cannot process non-closed models.

Drone [4] proposed a uniform grid based method to detect collisions between particles and scene. They

stored an important plane in each nonempty cell to approximate the mesh surface. Since only the triangles

intersecting current cell are considered when building their important plane, the resultant proxy cannot

ensure correct continuity among all cells, causing particles penetrate the scene in their method. Different

from that, the converged octree structure is employed in our method to approximate the boundary of the

scene geometry, removing the above issue, and the proposed optimized octree traversal scheme ensures

good performance of our method.

Venetillo and Celes [9], meanwhile, presented a system capable of simulating 1024 K particles on the

GPU at 6 FPS, but they limit the input geometry to a scene constructed by combining simple geometric

primitives. To make a fair comparison, we tested our approach on a GPU of similar speed (an NVIDIA

GeForce 8800 GT, relative to their slightly faster 8800 GTX), and were able to achieve 11.2 FPS on

average with 1024 K particles on the Pegasus model.

7 Conclusion and future work

We have presented a novel proxy for complex meshes that can be used to perform collision detection for

a large-scale particle system. We have shown how this proxy is suitable to being stored and run entirely

on the GPU, allowing the real-time computation of collision detection for millions of particles. We have

shown how our proxy can support collisions with both the sides of the geometry surface, and presented

an optimization that increases the speed of octree traversal when computing collisions with our proxy.

As with all existing geometry proxies, our proxy performs only approximate collision detection with

the scene geometry. In our case, the accuracy of our proxy is limited by the maximum subdivision level of

the proxy’s octree structure. Although the deviation between our proxy and actual scene geometry can

be reduced by increasing the maximum subdivision level, both the memory requirement and the access

overhead will increase. As a result, the problem may arise when processing models with some extreme

cases, such as thin-plate and self-collision, in practical applications.
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Currently, our octree-based proxy is initially constructed on the CPU as an offline procedure. However,

it has been shown that octree construction can be performed on the GPU [27,28]; therefore, we would like

to implement a dynamic constructing algorithm for our proxy on the GPU in order to support deformable

models. We are also interested in exploring the possibility of employing the proposed view-visible method

to solve other related issues, such as reconstruction on point cloud [29] for non-closed models.
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